The multiperipheral model (MPM) provides a unifying scheme for the classification of multiparticle reactions. such a scheme is badly required by the growing amount of experimental information on the subje&and by the difficulty inherent in the study of functions of many kinematical variables.
The MPM has recently received convincing support'by the experimental study of the energy dependence of the average ,multiplicity. '.l However; the detailed analysis of particular 2 +n body reactions have not yet given compelling evidence for (or against) the dominance of a multiperipheral mechanism: because of.the poor statistics and the large amount of freedom 'in parameterization it is impossible to reach definite conclusions. It. looks more meaningful to focus our attention on the main features of particle produdtion reactions, common to all processes and to derive general predictions that can discriminate the various models.
Among such general features are the different charge distributions to which considerable attention has been recently devoted. 2, 3, 4 These distributions are hopefully independent of the details of the underlying dynamics and there is good experimental evidence that they are actually independent of the particular reactions examined. 2
The most striking features. of the data are, in our opinion, the following:
a. The charged particles are distributed in a Poisson-like distribution (Fig. 2) .
b, The (rather preliminary) data on neutral particles indicate that the average number of neutral particles is strongly correlated with the number of charged particles (Fig. 4) .
Feature (a) is consistent with a MPM production mechanism since the MPM gives for the probability of producing n-identical bosons at 'a definite center-ofmass energy &, the distribution5: P(n,s) = g2 ,"1" s)n s-g2 0 where g is the coupling constant of the boson to the multiperipheral chain.
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In the physically relevant situation in which most of the produced particles are pions, a single Poisson distribution of the type (1) cannot hold due to charge and isospin conservation. These constraints can be taken into account within the MPM by assuming a definite isospin structure of the multiperipheral chain.
The introduction of such a structure does not change the general Poisson-like character of the charged-particle distribution. 8 " However, since the average subenergy of a pion in the final state is .of the order of .5 -m 7 GeV2, it is hard to accept that the direct emission of the pions from the multiperipheral chain is the dominant mechanism, Actually, feature (b) contradicts the direct emission Then we obtain the probability of producing r-o's, m-$'s and n-p+'s (together with n-p-b because of charge conservation) : 
Therefore the average total pion multiplicity is given asymptotically by ii ~ = 6 g2 h s and for each charge t ii+="p=iin-=2g2hs
From (2) it is easy to obtain the probability distribution n(n+, no, s) for the emission of n++r'% (and the same number of r-k) and no-7ro's: . .
We compare now the predictions of (8) with the existing data: a. Charged particle distributions at fixed energy. We plot in Fig. 2 c. We remark that in this model all fixed multiplicity cross sections decrease to zero asymptotically: this is of course due to the fact that we do not introduce any diffractive mechanism in the production amplitude. Hopefully this shortcoming is not too serious for the charge distribution problem, because we expect diffractive processes to correspond to low final multiplicities, and therefore not to have too much weight in global properties of the kind that we studied. 
